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Guidance of
Gifted Youth
LYNN H. FOX
MICHAEL C. PYRYT

n the spring of 1977, Eric Jablow, at age fifteen,
became the youngest boy ever to graduate from
New York's Brooklyn College. Five other brilliant and highly-motivated students (ages seventeen through nineteen) graduated
from The Johns Hopkins University. Four of these six students received National
Science Foundation fellowships to pursue graduate studies at the universities of
Chicago, Cornell, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Princeton.' In most
school systems, however, such brilliant youths would probably be placed in grades
9, 11, 11, 11, 12, and 13, respectively. It is apparent that some gifted and
well-motivated students can accomplish much more than most school systems
expect or require them to do.
These students are not as rare as one might expect. The Study of Mathematically
Precocious Youth (SMPY)at The Johns Hopkins University,*through four talent
searches in Maryland, has identified over 2,000 seventh and eighth graders whose
scores on the mathematical section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT-M)were
higher than the average high school senior'^.^ One seventh grader who participated
in SMPY's 1974 mathematics talent search scored 760 on the SAT-M. Before the
contest, his school had not intended to place him in Algebra I the next year. Upon
learning the results of the contest, the school tested him on a standardized test of
Algebra I. The student made a perfect score. In further testing by SMPY, the
Lynn H. Fox is an associate professor of education at The Johns Hopkins University. Michael C. Pyryt
is a doctoral student and research assistant in the Department of Educational Psychology and
Research at the University of Kansas.
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student made the highest possible score
(800) on the College Entrance Examination Board’s Mathematics Achievement 11, a test that most high school
seniors find difficult. He studied Algebra
I1 and trigonometry on his own during
the summer and was permitted to take
geometry the next year. Without such
intervention, the student would have
been placed in a course at least three
years behind his ability and achievement
Unless schools and school
systems encourage guidance counselors and school psychologists to take
an active part in the education of the
academically gifted, this waste of potential is likely to continue.
There are two major aspects of counseling for gifted students through the
junior and senior high school years and
into college. The first is the early identification of those students who require
special educational opportunities. The
second is the careful matching of gifted
students to “alternative” educational
pathways through these important
years.
The Identification of Talent

There are numerous considerations
in selecting tests to identify intellectually
gifted students. The most important
concern is: how well do the tests predict
success in the type of program (special
class, college course, or acceleration)
that is planned? It is helpful to know
what aspects of ability and personality
are related to high level achievement in
various situations. Of lesser but substantial concern are questions pertaining to
the cost, ease of administration, and
availability of the tests to be used.
In the 1920s the first longitudinal
study of intellectually gifted children
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was begun by Lewis Terman5 at Stanford University. Terman used global intelligence measures, such as the
Stanford-Binet, to identify gifted students (IQ scores of 140 or above). In the
years since Terman’s study began,
many educators, such as Pegnato and
Birch,6 Witty,’ and Gowana have discussed the problem of the operational
definitions of giftedness and their implications for instituting identification procedures in the schools. Torrance9 and
Gowanlo have suggested the use of
creativity measures and teacher nominations to supplement intelligence test
results. Taylor” and Flanagan and
DaileyI2 have stressed the importance
of multiple ability testing.
Programs that seek to individualize
instruction for gifted students will be
better served by tests which provide information about a student’s pattern of
abilities, current level of achievement,
and interests, rather than a global estimate of general intelligence.l3 Neither
individual nor group intelligence tests
provide this type of information. Knowing that a student has an IQ of 150 is not
adequate information for deciding
whether or not the student is ready for
an advanced or college course in a specific subject area. While intelligence
tests provide an estimate of higher
learning potential, they tell little about
actual level of achievement in a given
subject area. In order to assess most
effectively a student’s educational potential, counselors should employ a variety of tests or subtests to determine the
relative strengths and weaknesses of a
student in both aptitude and achievement in many areas. This will provide
valuable information concerning
appropriate educational placement.
When counselors test very bright stu-
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dents, it is particularly crucial to use tests
which have enough ceiling to differentiate among them.14Thus, in addition
to patterns of abilities, one must be careful to assess a student’s levels of abilities
accurately. Two students who score at
the ninety-ninth percentile in the
seventh grade on a number ability subtest of a standardized in-grade test such
as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS)
may still be very different in terms of
mathematical aptitude and knowledge.
While one of these students may be so
advanced in his ability and knowledge
of mathematics that he is ready to study
advanced calculus in college, the other
may lack the basic skills of plane and
analytic geometry and Algebra 11. A
single test, especially a grade level one,
will fail to provide this type of information. For the most able adolescents,
precollege and college level tests, such
as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT),
would be more appropriate than ingrade tests for evaluating knowledge
and aptitude.
Students with similar patterns of cognitive abilities may perform quite differently in different school situations.
One’s willingness to work hard and
achieve is influenced by factors other
than ability. Direct measures of interests
a n d values such as the AllportVernon-Lindzey Study of Values, the
Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory,
and the Vocational Preference Inventory can be useful predictors of future
achievement. Students who score high
on social and aesthetic values but low
on theoretical values and investigative
interests will probably be more successful in a small informal class that stresses
the social applications of mathematics
than working alone with a self-paced
geometry text. Thus, knowing a stu-
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dent’s interests as well as his or her level
of ability can make the educational
planning process more efficient.
The first step in an identification program for the gifted in the junior high
school years would be to establish a
“reservoir of talent,”15 a master list or
pool of all children in the school or
school system who seem likely to be
very gifted. Counselors should begin by
carefully screening students on the basis
of in-grade test results from a standardized achievement test such as the
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS). (For
economic and pragmatic reasons, one
should take advantage of the existing
records.) A single criterion or multiple
criteria could be used to select all students who scored at or above the
ninety-fifth percentile overall on national or local grade norms. In addition,
one could add the names of students
who scored below the ninety-fifth percentile overall but who scored at or
above the ninety-eighth percentile on
either the total numerical or verbal subtest of the ITBS or other standardized
test. Teacher nominations could also be
included in the initial ~ 0 0 1 . ’ ~
The second step of identification
would be to test the pool of “potentially
gifted” on difficult tests of aptitude and
achievement in order to identify those
who need immediate attention. A
method which would seem practical for
schools is the utilization of existing precollege testing services. The Preliminary
Scholastic Aptitude Tests (PSAT), administered, scored, and reported under
the supervision of the Educational Testing Service (ETS), are given in high
schools throughout the country every
fall on the last Saturday in October. Although they are primarily taken by
eleventh graders, there is no reason
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why gifted seventh, eighth, and ninth
graders could not be tested.” After the
PSAT scores are reported, counselors
could compile a list of students who
scored at various levels on the test.
Those students who scored at least fifty
on the quantitative section and above
forty on the verbal section would be
eligible for accelerated mathematics
classes. Counselors could administer
various cognitive measures such as the
Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT), Sequential Tests of Educational Progress
(STEP), the Cooperative Mathematics
Tests, and affective measures such as
the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of
Values, Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, or the vocational Preference
Inventory before counseling each individual.

The Facilitation of Talent
The initial identification of gifted students is probably the easiest step to plan
and conduct. More difficult to implement is a process by which the student
and the counselor work out long-range
educational plans involving one or
more of the alternative methods.
Theoretically, at least, there are many
possible variations by which one could
progress from seventh grade to college.
The task of the school is to maximize the
number of options without becoming
inundated with administrative problems. Fortunately, these possibilites can
be organized into general strategies
that are moderately flexible. The nature
of the strategies will be dependent upon
several factors: physical aspects of
locations of students, junior high
schools, senior high schools, and colleges; the number of students involved;
the various talents of the students; the
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students’ personalities; and the parents’
and students’ goals.
A few inexpensive general strategies
that have been found successful for the
mathematically talented youths are presented here. These could be translated
to meet specific situational demands
and extended to other subject matter
areas. (For an extensive discussion of
the alternatives, the reader is referred to
FOX.)’*,l9

Subject Matter Acceleration
The idea of subject matter acceleration is fairly straightforward. This concept seems to be missing, however,
from both the educational literature and
educational practice. The usual objection to more than one year of acceleration (although not documented as a
true problem) is the idea that students’
social and emotional well-being may
suffer from being placed in school with
students who are chronologically older.
Partial acceleration might serve to facilitate the educational development of
highly precocious youth in those subject
areas where they most need to be accelerated, but they would not need to
be advanced in those areas in which
they are less ready for advanced work.
Fast-Paced Classes
Homogeneous classes for the purpose of fast-paced instruction during or
after school have been shown to be
highly effective for the mathematically
gifted.20,21,22,23
In the first such class tried
at The Johns Hopkins University in
1972, thirteen students (mostly seventh
graders) met once a week for two hours
and completed the four and one-half
years of precalculus mathematics in 108
hours of i n s t r u c t i ~ nSince
. ~ ~ that time,
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several school systems in Maryland
have developed their own fast-paced
class model with great S U C C ~ S S . ' ~There
are three requirements for a successful
fast-paced math class: (1) identify
well-qualified students through appropriately difficult mathematics tests (it is
much better to err in terms of
overselectivity-selecting only students
who have a high probability of success);
(2)select a mathematics teacher whose
knowledge of mathematics is well
above the content of the course; and (3)
make student participation in the course
uoluntay.26
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but who attend selected college courses
during the summer, in the evening, or
on released time from high school are
able to have the intellectual stimulation
of their college teachers and classes and
still participate in social and athletic
events with their age peers. At first mention this may seem to be an extreme
measure. Research to date, however,
has shown that this is a satisfactory approach for many able youngsters. By
the end of the summer of 1976, 144
precollege youths had taken a total of
312 college courses with an overall
grade point average of 3.57 on a
4-point scale.*' One student took a colCollege Courses
lege course each semester or summer
term from age twelve to fifteen, and
Some junior high school students are entered The Johns Hopkins University
so advanced in their knowledge and at age fifteen with thirty-nine credits.'*
understanding of mathematics and science, they can do excellent work in col- Credit by Examination
lege courses such as algebra and
A different way of earning college
trigonometry or computer science. credits before entering college full-time
Since college courses are usually fast- is by means of advanced placement
paced, as compared to high school (AP) courses and examinations. There
courses, they often prove to be an excel- are nineteen AP examinations in thirlent supplement to the precocious teen different subject areas. Students
youth's high school program. There are who pass Advanced Placement exams
numerous advantages to this type of in three or more areas are given
bridging mechanism. Not only do the sophomore standing at Harvard. Each
courses provide rich sources of intellec- college and university has its own rules
tual stimulation, they also seem ideally governing the use of AP courses and
geared to the high achieving student's exams. Many large high schools offer at
already developed learning pattern. least one such course for seniors. What
The courses usually take about one- would be desirable would be to have all
fourth as many classroom hours as an AP courses available to students every
equivalent high school class would on year and not restrict these courses to
the same material. The student is en- seniors. School systems might conduct
couraged to work independently and countywide AP courses and allow gifted
often rapidly and to use the college in- ninth, tenth, and eleventh graders to
structor and class as a resource for get- participate. Fast-paced mathematics
ting help with difficult problems and oc- and calculus classes can be geared to
casionally for more exciting theorizing. the Advanced Placement ExaminaStudents who remain in high school t i o n ~ Students
.~~
in schools which do
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not have the classes can, of course, grade at a Baltimore City Public School.
study the AP syllabus on their own and By seventeen years and ten months, he
take the examination.
had completed the requirements for a
The AP courses are really a subset of M.S. Engineering Degree in Computer
the broader method of earning credit by Science. Presently he is completing his
examination. This method, used widely dissertation in Computer Science at
Another early entrant enat the college level, is rarely employed C0rne11.~~
at the junior or senior high level. Stu- tered Hopkins after the tenth grade. He
dents who have learned a subject on took forty credits his freshman year
their own should be able to get high (made all As) and then transferred to
school credit and exempt the course by Princeton, where he has been very SUCtaking an examination.
cessf ul. 33

Early Admission to College
One major type of facilitation for
academically gifted students which is
now gaining a great deal of support
across the country is early admission to
college. Certainly, the concept of entering college at the end of the tenth or
eleventh grade is not new. For many
years this policy was practiced successfully under the sponsorship of the Ford
Foundation.30*31 Today, many colleges, universities, and community colleges have some variation of an early
admission program.
Early admission is an excellent educational opportunity for highly precocious youth. Such a program enables the
student to telescope his or her educational experience and save time toward
earning an advanced degree. College
campuses offer these students an opportunity to find a considerable number
of intellectual equals. The more advanced nature of the courses provides
the needed challenge and stimulation to
the student, and often makes available
courses not offered in the high school.
SMPY’s first “radical accelerant” entered Johns Hopkins University at age
thirteen after completing the eighth

The Counselor’s Role
If schools are to have more individualized programming for the gifted
student, counselors will need to take a
more aggressive role in planning and
implementing changes in both testing
and counseling programs. Counselors
who are well trained in psychological
testing could take an active part in the
identification process. In large talentrich systems, counselors could work in
teams to devise and carry out large-scale
testing programs. In smaller systems,
counselors could test students individually or in small groups, or simply arrange for gifted students in the seventh
and eighth grades to take the PSAT or
SAT. It is imperative in both situations
to use the appropriate testing model.
Counselors should also work more
closely with gifted students in their
schools to help them develop longrange plans. Counselors can help students arrange to skip a grade, get advanced placement in courses, or plan to
fulfill high school requirements in less
than the usual time. Counselors can advise students of available college
courses that they could take before
graduating from high school.
Students who are immature or who
have a history of emotional or social
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adjustment problems in school should
be carefully interviewed. It is possible,
of course, that their behavior problems
are a result of their frustration from
being bored in school, and that special
classes will actually alleviate the problem. On the other hand, students who
have serious emotional problems may
be unable to respond to intellectual
challenges in a positive way. The experience of acceleration or college courses
could be more than they can handle.
Great caution should be used in these
cases.
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there is no justification for delaying efforts to help the academically gifted
child. Small changes which increase options for the gifted could b e accomplished readily, if counselors and
educators would accept the challenge.
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